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Friday, February 27 of 2015

REPORT OF THE EXTRA APPARITION DURING A RESERVED PRAYER WORK OF THE
CONSECRATED MEMBERS OF THE GRACE MERCY ORDER IN THE MARIAN CENTER OF THE
CHILD KING, TRANSMITTED BY MARY, ROSE OF PEACE TO, THE VISIONARY FRIAR ELÍAS DEL
SAGRADO CORAZÓN

At midday of the 27th of February of 2015, after finishing a reserved prayer work in the prayer
room of the Monastery of the Divine Hope and in the presence of some brothers and sisters of the
Grace Mercy Order, the Virgin Mary appeared to Friar Elías del Sagrado Corazón, naming Herself
as Rose of Peace.

Our Lady appeared wearing a white tunic, with a blue belt and a sky-blue mantle, barefoot.  The
part of the mantle falling over the right shoulder of the Virgin was tied up to the left shoulder; it
represented a clothing of oriental origin.

Her left hand rested over Her Heart, which manifested Itself simply radiating white rays to various
directions.  Her right hand, extended towards us as a sign of donation, with its palm facing up and
its fingers holding a crystal rosary, which was blood-colored in the decade small beads and white
in large beads.

The rosary had the Cross of the New Humanity in its extremity, but at this time, we saw, in the
center of it, a silver-colored bust of Christ.  In this moment, a white rose was manifested on Her
right hand, and She said:

"I Am Mary, the Rose of Peace..."

Moments later, Our Lady shows the following vision:

Three angels of light appeared somewhere in the local universe; they had golden hair that reached
their shoulders.  They were wearing loose and white tunics, and with both hands they were holding
a white zigzagging ray.  These angels aimed the rays towards a single direction, towards the planet.

Later, Our Most Holy Mother shows that the angels were forming a circle and below them, in the
center, the image of a small-sized planet appeared.  The angels signalized with their rays the whole
sphere of the planet, on which it was possible to clearly see the image of some continents, of Africa,
for example.

The angels showed that they were solely obeying a major request of God, manifesting some face
expressions that reflected concern and even astonishment for what they were seeing on the planet:
their eyes were looking backwards, as if they did not want to see what was about to happen and it
was as if they hid their faces from all that they saw of humanity.

But before the angels threw the three rays over the Earth, I saw that a circular column of light,
greater than the diameter of the planet manifested, surprisingly descending from the celestial
universe over the small planet Earth.  Minutes later, I saw in the highest extremity of that column of
light the presence of Our Lady, as Mary, Rose of Peace.
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In this moment, Our Mother was in the center of that column of light that descended over our planet
and the angels stopped, obeying the intercession of the Virgin Mary.  Then, I saw that the strength
and the power of this column of light were emanated from the Immaculate Heart of Mary over the
whole planet, the continents and humanity.

After that, the Divine Mother said:

"Son, the world is very difficult; for this reason I will deliver to you again the last thing that may
help you: My Rose of Peace, which is My Immaculate Heart.

For this, I will be closer to you again, everyday during a whole year beginning on the 1st of March
of 2015, in the second cycle of the daily messages of Mary, Rose of Peace.

I want to renew and help you because I deeply wish My Words to be listened by all, since those will
be My last messages of emergency to humanity.  I will come from Heaven everyday at noon, in that
moment a spiritual and divine help will be concentrated for the whole world.

You, son of Mine, will wait for Me everyday praying the Rosary of the Tears poured by Jesus
because this rosary that I hold in My hands today is prayed by Myself to relieve the constant weep
of My Beloved Son".

After that, Our Lady poured over us a scent of roses that was emanated by the white rose that She
was holding on Her right hand.  A deep yet unknown peace was installed inside of us for a long time
and we got into a state of silence that Mary left imprinted after leaving the prayer room.


